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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (When one is available)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled

Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, the well-attended, monthly public star
parties presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the first adult amateur astronomy clubs formed in the country and
one of the largest. .
Members will have several telescopes set up at Tandy Hills for viewing the night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs - Coolers welcome
More details at the NASA website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event-view.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: July 9th
Check the tandy hills facebook page as well as their web page for any announcments
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Spacesuit: A History Through Fact and Fiction
by Brett Gooden
Spacesuits are designed for the astronaut's survival, not comfort. (Astronaut Michael Collins revealed in his autobiography, Carrying the Fire, that in certain cases while confined
within a spacesuit, he got claustrophobia. He never told a
soul about it and got through the misery so he wouldn't miss
his chance to fly in space. He wrote, “When
I think generically of pressure suits, I think,
Ugh, nasty little coffins. I'd be pleased never
to get inside one again.” Hundreds of astronauts have worn spacesuits since, and I
wonder how many of them shared Collins'
opinion.

Spacesuit begins with the history of ballooning and how scientists discovered the lack of
breathable air at high altitudes. Even by the
late 1800s aeronauts were carrying bottled
oxygen to help them survive the thin air at
altitudes exceeding 20,000 feet. Over time
doctors discovered problems with pressurized air on the human body and how to
solve them. Diving suits used in underwater salvage work led
in many ways to the development of the spacesuit.

Pressure suits came into development mainly because of
World War II. Bomber pilots were sitting ducks at low altitude, but they could not fly at very high altitudes without
extra oxygen. It was not practical to design aircraft with
pressurized cabins; one bullet strike could asphyxiate an entire crew. High-performance jet fighters required that pilots
be able to survive high-g turns without passing out from
blood loss, which led to the creation of special suits that
squeezed the pilot's body in certain areas to prevent blood
from pooling and keep oxygen flowing to the brain.

How does one design a spacesuit? It must
be airtight, provide breathing oxygen, remove carbon dioxide, keep the astronaut
cool, and allow for mobility (and other necessities). This is much tougher than one
would think. It must also protect the wearer
from blinding sunlight, deadly radiation and
tiny, fast-moving meteoroids. The whole
universe is waiting to kill you. Astronauts
are trying to live and work in an environment that was never designed for them...
the same as the oceans. (Apollo moonwalkers discovered that lunar dust sticks to fabric
like laser toner – once it gets on you, it's
impossible to remove. Lunar soil is very
abrasive and can soon wear through seals
and joints. Astronauts living on Mars will
have to deal with wind-blown dust and keep
it from entering their living environments.)

In the early days of the space program, several companies
Spacesuit is beautifully illustrated and shows many examples
competed for the chance to construct
of spacesuits worn by early sciencespacesuits for NASA. The Mercury
Published by Tattered Flag Press – 2012
fiction characters. In some ways the
spacesuit was worn at all times durimaginations of early science-fiction
ISBN 978-0-9543115-4-4
ing the mission, but it was only a
writers led the way for real-life develbackup in case the spacecraft's envi128 pages
opment of space hardware. Jules
ronmental control system failed.
Verne appears to have been the first
Later Apollo astronauts wore spacescience-fiction writer to suggest the
suits during the launch phase but removed them once they
concept of the spacesuit, in his 1872 book Round the Moon.
got into deep space for comfort, but of course put them back
In one unusual coincidence, three giants of the scienceon later. Space Shuttle astronauts wore spacesuits during
fiction world – Isaac Asimov, L. Sprague de Camp, and Robert
launch as well and removed them once they reached orbit.
A. Heinlein – worked at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard's Air
Experimental Station at the same time. Heinlein and de
Camp were both aeronautical engineers and worked on the
The book also discusses spacesuits designed by the Soviets.
development of early secret pressure suits. According to
The first man to walk in space was a Russian, cosmonaut
author Brett Gooden, “Heinlein and de Camp took as their
Alexei Leonov, and he darn near died doing it. His spacesuit
models for pressure suit design the artwork which had illustrated the science fiction stories that they had written.”
(Continued on page 6)
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(Book Review—Continued from page 6)

expanded like a balloon once he stepped out of his spacecraft, and its arms and legs actually grew longer than his
extremities. He was able to get back inside to safety only by
taking a very dangerous risk: he purposely vented some of
his oxygen into space to relieve the pressure.

This reveals just one of many problems involved in spacesuit
design. When there is nothing to prevent an airtight envelope from expanding when placed in a vacuum, it will – unless some sort of restraint system prevents such expansion.
Several spacesuit designs therefore included restraints such
as netting and cables. Other problems involve the joints:
knees, shoulders, elbows, etc. Engineers took lessons from
designs used in early diving suits that enabled tethered divers to perform salvage work that involved grasping tools
underwater.

Perhaps more thought and design has gone into gloves than
any other spacesuit component. Pressurized suits often
cause the fingers to extend, and it takes effort for the astronaut to grip a tool. Today's astronauts have heaters in the
glove fingertips to keep out the extreme cold of space.
(Although one astronaut wrote recently that he would like
such heaters in his boots as well, because his feet often got
cold on space walks.)

So, what about the future? Science-fiction writers must
come up with some very far-reaching ideas to stay ahead of
today's technology. Will spacesuits as we now know them
someday become obsolete? Will humans evolve to where
they no longer need them to live and work in space?

The author, Brett Gooden, is a British doctor working in aerospace medicine. He writes quite well and has penned other books on the subject. Dozens of beautiful full-color photographs and illustrations populate just about every page.

Trivia: For ten points, can you identify the astronaut featured on the cover?

The End
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FWAS “Independence Day”
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society closed the transaction
for the FWAS Rising Star Observing Area in Eastland County,
Texas on June 29, 2022. The observing area located approximately ten miles west of Cross Planes, Texas is a 4.556 rectangular area under Bortle 2 skies.

The FWAS Rising Star Observing Area Development committee will be developing the plans for the layout and use of
the property. You can reach the committee by email on risingstardevelopment@fwas.groups.io. The committee will
report regularly at our general meetings and the members
of the committee are:

Visual
Michelle Theisen
Tom Roth
Robin Pond
Imagers
Zack Smith
Robert Cargill
Shane Griffith
George Lutch
Executive Board
Robert Sirkis
Special thanks to Tom Roth, David Bergman, Juan Martinez, Pam Kloepfer, Michelle Theisen, Jonathan Russell, Charlie Haggard, Mack Snead, John Adelman, and
Tom Monahan for working tirelessly to move our material from Starr Ranch to the FWAS Rising Star Observing area and stored in the southeast corner of the
property.

The observing area is available for use now and the driving
instructions, GPS coordinates and gate code are located
FWAS Rising Star Observing Area Dark Sky Site Details on
the e-groups file system, special mention to John Giromini
for posting the information.
Our neighbors the Ross family are allowing us to share their
gate until we installed ours in the fall, please close the gate
when using the observing area and upon leaving. They own
two very friendly dogs do not be surprised if the visit, if you
want them to go home just say ‘Go Sit’.
July 2022

It’s an exciting time for the club as we no longer dependent on leased property and we can shape our
observing area to suit our needs. The FWAS Rising Star
Observing Area is yours to use, the Executive Board
hopes you will send suggestions for the planning and
development to the development committee at risingstardevelopment@fwas.groups.io.
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Here are the first images taken from the FWAS Rising Star
Observing area on July 2, 2022.
Image 1 C11 - The Bubble Nebula, courtesy Robert Sirkis

Image 2 M27 - Dumbbell Nebula, courtesy Robert Cargill
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Jul 04

01

Earth at Aphelion: 1.01672 AU

06

20:14

FIRST QUARTER MOON

09

11:28

Moon at Descending Node

10

16

Mercury at Perihelion

10

17:50

Antares 3.0°S of Moon

13

03:08

Moon at Perigee: 357264 km

13

12:37

FULL MOON

15

14:16

Saturn 4.0°N of Moon

16

13

Mercury at Superior Conjunction

18

18:55

Jupiter 2.2°N of Moon

20

08:18

LAST QUARTER MOON

21

10:46

Mars 1.1°S of Moon: Occn.

22

03:21

Moon at Ascending Node

22

21:29

Pleiades 3.4°N of Moon

26

04:22

Moon at Apogee: 406276 km

26

08:12

Venus 4.2°S of Moon

28

03

Delta-Aquarid Meteor Shower

28

11:55

NEW MOON

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Constellation of The Month
Capricornus

Characteristics
Capricornus /ˌkæprɪˈkɔːrnəs/ is one of the constellations of the zodiac. Its name is Latin for "horned goat" or
"goat horn" or "having horns like a goat's", and it is commonly represented in the form of a sea goat: a mythical
creature that is half goat, half fish.

Capricornus is one of the 88 modern constellations, and was also one of the 48 constellations listed by the
2nd century astronomer Claudius Ptolemy. Its old astronomical symbol is
(♑︎). Under its modern boundaries it is bordered by Aquila, Sagittarius, Microscopium, Piscis Austrinus, and Aquarius. The constellation is located in an area of sky called the Sea or the Water, consisting of many water-related constellations such as
Aquarius, Pisces and Eridanus. It is the smallest constellation in the zodiac

Deep-sky objects
Several galaxies and star clusters are contained within Capricornus. Messier 30 is a globular cluster located
1 degree south of the galaxy group that contains NGC 7103. The constellation also harbors the wide spiral galaxy NGC 6907.

M30 (NGC 7099) is a centrally-condensed globular cluster of magnitude 7.5 . At a distance of 30,000 lightyears, it has chains of stars extending to the north that are resolvable in small amateur telescopes.[3]
One galaxy group located in Capricornus is HCG 87, a group of at least three galaxies located 400 million lightyears from Earth (redshift 0.0296). It contains a large elliptical galaxy, a face-on spiral galaxy, and an edge-on
spiral galaxy. The face-on spiral galaxy is experiencing abnormally high rates of star formation, indicating that it
is interacting with one or both members of the group. Furthermore, the large elliptical galaxy and the edge-on
spiral galaxy, both of which have active nuclei, are connected by a stream of stars and dust, indicating that they
too are interacting. Astronomers predict that the three galaxies may merge millions of years in the future to form
a giant elliptical galaxy.[5]
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Capricornus

History[edit]
The constellation was first attested in depictions on a cylinder-seal from around the 21st century BCE,[6] it was explicitly recorded
in the Babylonian star catalogues before 1000 BCE. In the Early Bronze Age the winter solstice occurred in the constellation, but
due to the precession of the equinoxes, the December solstice now takes place in the constellation Sagittarius.[7] The Sun is now
in the constellation Capricorn (as distinct from the astrological sign) from late January through mid-February.[3]
Although the solstice during the northern hemisphere's winter no longer takes place while the sun is in
the constellation Capricornus, as it did until 130 BCE, the astrological sign called Capricorn is still used to denote the position of
the solstice, and the latitude of the sun's most southerly position continues to be called the Tropic of Capricorn, a term which also
applies to the line on the Earth at which the sun is directly overhead at local noon on the day of the December solstice. [3]
The planet Neptune was discovered by German astronomer Johann Galle, near Deneb Algedi (δ Capricorni) on 23 September
1846, as Capricornus can be seen best from Europe at 4:00am in September (although, by modern constellation boundaries established in the early 20th century CE, Neptune lay within the confines of Aquarius at the time of its discovery).

Mythology[edit]
Despite its faintness, the constellation Capricornus has one of the oldest mythological associations, having been consistently represented as a hybrid of a goat and a fish since the Middle Bronze Age, when the Babylonians used MULSUḪUR.MAŠ "The GoatFish" as a symbol of their god Ea.[7][6]
In Greek mythology, the constellation is sometimes identified as Amalthea, the goat that suckled the infant Zeus after his mother, Rhea, saved him from being devoured by his father, Cronos. Amalthea's broken horn was transformed into the cornucopia or
"horn of plenty".[8]
Capricornus is also sometimes identified as Pan, the god with a goat's horns and legs, who saved himself from the monster Typhon by giving himself a fish's tail and diving into a river. [3]
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Al Observing Club Highlight Of The
Month
Master Imager Award
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Introduction
The Astronomical League has members who observe the sky visually but also, in
growing numbers, as imagers. The Master Imager Award was created to recognize
those members who prefer to study the sky by taking images. Its intent is to challenge these observers to improve their imaging skills and to seek out new and
different objects.

Requirements and Rules
The Master Imager Award will be given to an AL member who has completed 10 Observing Programs through Imaging,
1. Lunar (pick one)
• Lunar Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Lunar II Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Lunar Evolution Observing Program - Imaging certification
2. Solar (pick one)
• Sunspotter Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Hydrogen-Alpha Solar Observing Program - Imaging certification
3. Solar System Main Bodies (pick one)
• Solar System Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Mars Observing Program - Imaging certification
4. Any one of the Deep Space Object Observing Programs - imaging certification:
• Active Galactic Nuclei Observing Program
• Arp Peculiar Galaxy - Northern Observing Program
• Arp Peculiar Galaxy - Southern Observing Program
• Bright Nebula Observing Program (advanced)
• Dark Nebula Observing Program
• Flat Galaxy Observing Program (honorary)
• Globular Cluster Observing Program
• Local Galaxy Group and Galactic Neighborhood Observing Program
• Open Cluster Observing Program
• Planetary Nebula Observing Program (advanced)
PAGE 12
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Al Observing Club Highlight Of The
Month
Master Imaging Award
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Requirements and Rules
5. Scientific Studies (pick one)
• Nova Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Occultation Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Spectroscopy Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Target NEO (advanced) Observing Program - Imaging certification
• Variable Star Observing Program - Imaging certification
The other five can be any additional Observing Programs done through imaging. (This is indicated in the quick
view requirements grid on the Program's web page.)
Additional Observing Programs may be added over time.

Once a member has completed ten of the Observing Programs through imaging, she or he will be awarded a
certificate and pin.

Submitting for Certification

e

The member should contact the Coordinator of the Master Imager Awards with
information that includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A list of the Imaging Observing Programs you have completed.
The certificate numbers.
Your name, as you want it printed on the certificate.
Your mailing address.
Your telephone number.
Your E-mail address.
Your club affiliation (If you are a Member at Large, please include that information, too).

Once the certifications are verified and documented, the Master Imager certificate and pin will be sent to you or to the awards
coordinator for your astronomy club (please provide contact information).

July 2022
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Al Observing Club Highlight Of The
Month
Master Imaging Award
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Master Imager Award Coordinator:

David Whalen
1828 East Gate Drive
Steon Mountain, GA 30087
(404) 505-4208
E-mail: dvd.whalen@gmail.com

Links:
Master Observer Progression Webpage
Observer Award Webpage
Binocular Master Observer Award Webpage

Master Imager Award Webpage
Master Observer Award Webpage

e

Advanced Observer Award Webpage
Master Observer - Silver Award
Master Observer - Gold Award
Master Observer - Platinum Award

Search for your awards.
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Date

Brightness

Start

01 Jul

(mag)
-1.1

Time
04:06:38

Alt.
13°

02 Jul

-0.8

03:20:03

09 Jul

-0.4

11 Jul

Highest point

End

Pass type

Data Source: Heavens Above

Az.
NW

Time
04:06:56

Alt.
13°

Az.
NNW

Time
04:08:36

Alt.
10°

Az.
N

visible

15°

N

03:20:03

15°

N

03:21:08

10°

NNE

visible

05:48:09

10°

N

05:49:31

12°

NNE

05:50:54

10°

NE

visible

-1.4

05:47:03

10°

NNW

05:50:01

28°

NE

05:52:58

10°

E

visible

11 Jul

-3.7

22:26:09

10°

SW

22:29:29

75°

NW

22:32:49

10°

NE

visible

12 Jul

-0.6

04:59:15

10°

N

05:01:35

17°

NNE

05:03:55

10°

ENE

visible

12 Jul

-3.7

21:37:58

10°

SSW

21:41:12

52°

SE

21:44:28

10°

NE

visible

12 Jul

-0.5

23:16:11

10°

WNW

23:18:10

15°

NNW

23:20:11

10°

N

visible

13 Jul

-0.2

04:11:54

10°

N

04:13:04

11°

NNE

04:14:13

10°

NE

visible

13 Jul

-3.8

05:46:50

10°

NW

05:50:12

86°

SW

05:53:34

10°

SE

visible

13 Jul

-1.2

22:26:56

10°

W

22:29:41

23°

NW

22:32:27

10°

NNE

visible

14 Jul

-2.7

04:58:37

10°

NW

05:01:53

47°

NE

05:05:08

10°

ESE

visible

14 Jul

-2.3

21:38:06

10°

WSW

21:41:16

40°

NW

21:44:27

10°

NNE

visible

15 Jul

-1.5

04:10:35

10°

NNW

04:13:29

26°

NE

04:16:21

10°

E

visible

15 Jul

-2.6

05:47:25

10°

WNW

05:50:07

22°

SW

05:52:48

10°

S

visible

15 Jul

-0.1

22:29:35

10°

NW

22:30:07

10°

NNW

22:30:39

10°

NNW

visible

16 Jul

-0.3

03:29:20

2°

E

03:29:20

2°

E

03:22:29

9°

NNW

visible

16 Jul

-2.9

05:02:55

32°

S

05:02:55

32°

S

05:05:06

10°

SSE

visible

16 Jul

-0.6

21:39:26

10°

WNW

21:41:32

16°

NNW

21:43:40

10°

N

visible

26 Jul
27 Jul
28 Jul

-0.7
-1.2
-0.8

23:20:04
22:32:16
23:19:16

10°
10°
10°

NNW
N
NW

23:20:53
22:34:03
23:20:09

14°
14°
17°

N
NNE
NW

23:20:53
22:34:03
23:20:09

14°
14°
17°

N
NNE
NW

visible
visible
visible

29 Jul
30 Jul

-2.2
-1.8

22:30:58
21:42:52

10°
10°

NNW
NNW

22:33:24
21:45:25

30°
20°

NNE
NE

22:33:24
21:46:42

30°
16°

NNE
ENE

visible
visible

30 Jul
31 Jul
31 Jul

-0.6
-1.3
-2.8

23:19:10
20:55:06
22:30:25

10°
10°
10°

WNW
N
NW

23:19:35
20:56:42
22:32:56

13°
13°
46°

WNW
NNE
WNW

23:19:35
20:58:18
22:32:56

13°
10°
46°

WNW
ENE
WNW

visible
visible
visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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July Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for July 15, 2022 @ 2400 Local Time
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Club General Meeting Minutes— June, 2022
FWAS Secretary

Meeting called to order at 7:00 PM by President
Michelle Theisen

Robert Sirkis gave a presentation about our new dark sky site
at Rising Star, TX.

Michelle presented the following:

Ravi Venugopal gave a presentation about Electronically Assisted Astrophotography.

Welcomed new visitors Introduced new members
Recognized current officers

Raffle Drawing at 7:53 PM

Robert Sirkis - VP

Business Meeting

John Giromini – Treasurer Zach Smith – Secretary
Tom Roth

Started at 7:56 PM

Si Simonson

Michelle reminded everyone that if you haven’t paid your
dues, you are not eligible to vote.

John Baker (Not Present) Phil Stage
Michelle thanked the current board for their service. Shared Club history

Family memberships are allowed a single vote.
Michelle again asked for volunteers for the various positions.

Shared information about our Public Outreach focus
Patrick McMahon shared about our upcoming star
parties and public outreach events
-Shared information about Dinosaur Valley State
Park – 115 Visitors this past Saturday with 5 telescopes.
-John McRae shared about Tandy Hills Star Party –
July 9th will be the next. In June we had 2 scopes
and 30-40 visitors.
Shared information about our Dark Sky Sites – We
are allowed to use Star Ranch until the end of July.
We have a 16” and 14” dobsonian telescope available for use for the next few weeks until they are relocated to our new site in Rising Star, TX.
Shared information about our new property in Rising Star, TX. Purchase will close on June 29th. More
information will be provided during the presentation from Robert Sirkis.
Tom Roth shared information about forming a work
party on July 2nd for the new Rising Star Property
John Giromini and Si Simonson are working on a
new Hold Harmless agreement for Rising Star
Michelle shared information about the post
meeting get together at World of Beer

Election for 2022-2023 Board Members
-President
Robert Sirkis was nominated for the position of President Majority voted in favor
-Vice President
No nominations – Position will remain vacant
-Secretary
No nominations – position will remain vacant
-Treasurer
John Giromini is willing to
continue in the role for
one more year. Majority
voted to allow John
Giromini to continue
serving as Treasurer

-Vacated Director Position - 1 year term to fill John Baker’s
Spot
Robert Cargill volunteered Majority voted in favor

Program
July 2022
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Club General Meeting Minutes— June, 2022
FWAS Secretary
-Director 2 Year Term
Zach Smith volunteered Majority voted in favor
-Director 2 Year Term
Bill Hall volunteered Majority voted in favor

John Reminded people that some companies will
donate to charities on their behalf and for our members to check with their company on possible donations.
Meeting Adjourned at 8:42 PM

Election Results:
President: Robert Sirkis
Vice President: Vacant
Secretary: Vacant
Treasurer: John Giromini
Director Position 1 (1 year term): Robert Cargill
Director Position 2 (2 year term): Zach Smith
Director Position 3 (2 year term): Bill Hall

Michelle shared information about 3RF weekend for FWAS.
July 23-24. Bunkhouse space is still available. All cabins have
been reserved. RV sites are still available. Tent camping is
available for $5/night
Michelle mentioned that we will continue working with Palo
Pinto Mountains State Park for as another option for the club
to use.
Tom Roth is serving on the board of the PPMSP Partners to
help advocate on the club’s behalf.
Mark Smith gave an update on the status of PPMSP – Working
with Fort Bend Astronomy Club and Houston Museum of Science and History on how to work with State Parks for future
grants and projects.
John Giromini gave the monthly treasurers report. Currently
have 181 members. 63 have not renewed as of today. John
Giromini also discussed the changes to the by laws to move
from a fiscal year membership to a 12 month membership
from time of payment. John Giromini mentioned that we
would prefer donations via check, Zelle, or cash instead of
PayPal due to exorbitant fees.

Michelle mentioned that most of the funds for the land purchase came from donations specifically for land purchase.
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Board Meeting Minutes— June 29th, 2022
Club Secretary
Board Members in Attendance

Board discussed if we need a hold harmless for our own
property. Si Simonson will review the current Hold Harmless
agreements to see if they would be useful.

Michelle Theisen
Robert Sirkis

Code of Conduct agreements will be amended to include new
Rising Star Property.

Si Simonson

Board agrees that we will let club members use the new property at their own risk until the club can provision new code of
conduct and or hold harmless documents.

John Giromini
Zach Smith
Tom Roth

Robert Sirkis made a motion to extend an honorary membership to the Ross family. Si Simonson seconded the motion.
Motion passed unanimously.

Meeting Called to order at 8:04 PM

Robert Sirkis suggested that we get a Safe Deposit box for
the club to store documents. Robert will store in his personal
safe deposit box until the club can get one.

Robert Sirkis reviewed the property closing process.
Robert Sirkis met with Precinct 3 representatives. The county
will install the entrance at no charge. When we are ready, we
just need to let them know and they will schedule a crew to
come out and install the entrance. FWAS will be responsible
for clearing brush and trees for the entrance.
Robert Sirkis will share a copy of the Plat with the board.
We will be able to use the Ross family gate until our entrance
is ready.

John Giromini will add an entry for Rising Star to the dark sky
site file on our file share.
Robert Sirkis spent an hour with Comanche power. When we
are ready it will cost $5600 to install a 200 amp service panel
on our property. We need to clear a 10 foot easement for the
service line installation.
Robert Sirkis asked about our tax-exempt status for purchases to alleviate sales tax.
Robert Sirkis mentioned that Mr. Ross will be installing a
fence and gate on the north side of the property between
our two properties.
The board reviewed the Plat and discussed possible locations
for our gate and power poles.

John Giromini made a motion to put a 5 year time limit on the
honorary membership with the option to renew every 5 years.
Robert Sirkis Seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
Si Simonson brought up that we may need by-laws changes to
be able to apply for an exemption from property taxes.
Robert Sirkis suggested that we should establish a development committee for our new dark sky site to establish plans
for developing the property.
Robert Sirkis made a motion to establish a Rising Star Development Committee. Si Simonson seconded the motion. Motion passed unanimously.
John Giromini mentioned that the development committee
should have an official charter. Robert Sirkis will come up
with a first draft.
Robert Sirkis asked about the lack of VP and Secretary for
the new fiscal year. Robert has 2 volunteers that have not
reached the one year membership requirement. The board
discussed the ability to delegate the duties of those offices to
volunteers. Zach Smith suggested that we put another call to
the entire club via the eGroup before we delegate the duties
to volunteers who don’t meet the 1 year membership requirement. Michelle Theisen will send out the email. Si Simonson suggest 2 names for the open positions. He will approach them and determine interest level.
The board discussed the work party scheduled for this weekend.
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Board Meeting Minutes— June 29th, 2022
Club Secretary

Si Simonson asked the board to consider whether we are going
to build a building for storage at our new property.
Robert Sirkis motioned for the meeting to adjourn. Michelle
Theisen seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
Meeting adjourned at 9:08 PM

e
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FWAS Treasury report can
be found on the online
groups.io file location.
Files: > FWAS Financial Report by Year

Files: > FWAS Monthly Treasurer Report > [YYYY]

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!
http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published
monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related
should be sent to:
glutch@gmail.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the
month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research
& Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie
Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always welcome.(Currently we are meeting virtually due to
Covid-19)
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to attend an event, should be sent
to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Membership
FWAS Membership can be made in-person at a
monthly meeting or monthly star party at Tandy Hills
Natural Area. To review membership dues and link
for the on-line membership, visit
FWAS website (http://www.fortworthastro.com/
membership.html), scroll down to the Membership /
Come Join Us box and use the link to FWAS Facebook Page.

That’s a Fact!

The universe is more than 13.7 billion
years old and it is home to billions of galaxies.

Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

J u l y

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate
(McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for
discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found
on the club’s FWAS e-Group . (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you
access to earn various observing certificates through
the AL observing clubs. You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg
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“Full Buck Moon ”

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

At this time, a buck’s
(male deer’s) antlers are in full growth mode.
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